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Abstract: Earth–air heat exchangers (EAHE) provide heating and cooling that is intrinsically tied
to the climate of the surrounding environment. A climate-based approach was applied to 273 sites
for both historical and projected climate conditions, with the latter being defined by three different
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) from the CMIP5 collection of Global Circulation
Models (GCMs). Changes to heating and cooling degree hours as well as heating and cooling capacity
were estimated and used to classify geo-climatic suitability. The analysis revealed cooler climates
will retain their ability to provide cooling despite increasing cooling needs driven by warming
temperatures. On the other hand, warmer, more tropical, climates will observe reduced suitability
as cooling demand grows. The magnitude and variability of the changes in EAHE potential were
greatest for the RCP8.5 scenario during the 2061–2090 time period, particularly for regions with
a comparable mix of heating and cooling needs. Ultimately, the results demonstrate that future EAHE
suitability is climate dependent, with cooler climates being relatively resistant to changes when
compared to warmer climates. The results can be used by stakeholders to find useful climate analogs
for their sites of interest to consider the potential impact of global climate change on EAHE usability.

Keywords: earth–air heat exchanger (EAHE); climate; climate change impact assessment; geo-climatic
suitability; cooling and heating degree hours; the Americas

1. Introduction

Energy use and climate are intimately linked. While climate dictates our energy needs,
conversely meeting these needs can impact the climate through the emission of greenhouse gases.
Thus, the search for means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in energy use continues. For example,
in Europe, the directive for energy performance of buildings (EPBD) and its upgrading versions
(EPBD recast and the recent 2018 one)—see (Directive 2018/844/EU [1])—support the progressive
adoption of ways to reduce energy needs particularly during the heating season. Furthermore,
recent studies have emphasized that the cooling energy needs have been growing during recent
decades and are expected to increase even more due to climate change, and enhanced urban heat
island generating, a larger requirement for summer comfort [2,3]. Recently, it was noted that the need
to increase envelope performance to meet heating needs may negatively impact on the energy demand
for cooling by increasing the overheating risks in confined spaces during intermediate seasons and
for some specific sunny days in winter [4–7]. It is thus essential to deploy alternative low-energy
solutions to reduce thermal discomfort by pre-heating and pre-cooling spaces in largely passively
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ways. Although, passive and low-energy systems show a local specific effectiveness, that is mainly
related to climate conditions and, for some technologies, to microclimate and site [8–10]. It is important
to develop solutions that directly link to their climate-related potential. This paper focuses on one
of these solutions that can reduce the energy needs for space thermal comfort in both winter and
summer seasons, resulting from the use of soil as a thermal heater in winter and heat sink in summer.
This solution is based on earth–fluid heat exchangers, using in this specific case air as the heat exchange
fluid—a technology called the earth–air heat exchanger (EAHE or EAHX). This ventilation system
allows the pre-heating of airflow in winter to reduce thermal losses due to air exchanges for indoor air
quality (IAQ) and/or to reduce the heat needed by a HVAC system to heat internal spaces. Furthermore,
due to soil’s high heat capacity, EAHEs show a high potential for cooling and pre-cooling an airflow
in summer supporting ventilative cooling even during those hours in which environmental air is
hotter than the temperature comfort threshold [11–14]. EAHEs are characterized by an efficiency
value defining the effectiveness of the exchange between the inlet airflow and the subsurface soil
temperature. Different models were developed to define the cooling and heating potential of an EAHE
system [15–19]. This effectiveness is generally considered as a fixed value during design phases by
only including the variations due to its design configurations (e.g., length, pipe diameter, depth,
average air velocity). Nevertheless, this value is expected to be subject to changes when EAHEs are
used operationally. For example, the variation in the inlet air temperatures may affect this value [20].
Furthermore, during continuous operations, the temperature of the soil surrounding the buried pipes
is expected to be influenced by the airflow temperature, with the risk to a progressive reduction in the
potential of the system in comparison to undisturbed soil conditions. In steady state analyses, in fact,
the temperature around the pipe is considered as unaffected by the progressive effect of airflow thermal
exchange, while in the transient mode and in real circumstances, the progressive exchange between soil
and air may reduce the surrounding soil temperature in winter and increase it in summer. This effect,
designated as “soil derating”, is mainly evident for soils that have a low thermal conductivity [21,22].
Other studies suggested experimentally that the effect of soil derating may be considerably reduced
by activating the system following an intermittent schedule considering 12 h of working and 12 h of
charging (EAHE off) [23]. Additionally, by analyzing the monthly and seasonal effects on experimental
data, it was shown that EAHE coupled with HVAC systems can influence the layer of the soil near
the pipe, considering both absolute temperatures and time fluctuations [24]. Nevertheless, this effect
is not evident at 2 m from the tube. Furthermore, if tubes have sufficient length, the “soil derating”
effect on the whole exchange may be reduced [8,25]. Similarly, in multi-year operation EAHEs are not
expected to reduce their performances due to seasonal counter effects even if the soil temperature may
be expected to lose partially its potential during continuous seasonal operation [24]. This means that
theoretically EAHE systems can provide a renewable form of pre-heating and cooling, which can aid
in achieving more sustainable buildings and cities.

The majority of EAHE studies mainly refer to advanced design solutions not focusing on defining
the early-design potential of these systems nor mapping their potential to a geo-climatic base. These two
latter aspects are essential to support designers in their early choices and administrators in defining
low-energy policies when EAHEs are included. Such decision making should be accompanied by the
relevant evaluation of the solution feasibility for projected climate change scenarios, particularly for
the climate sensitive EAHE systems. Climate is intrinsically connected to earth–air heat exchanger’s
potential for heating and cooling. The system relies on both the subsurface soil temperatures and
ambient air temperatures, which act as a heat source/sink and working fluid, respectively. The literature
demonstrates, as expected, that cold climates are better suited for cooling and warmer climates
are more effective at heating, although observational studies and simulations of EAHEs are often
limited spatially [26–31]. High resolution analytical approaches are also ill suited for providing
regional assessments of EAHE potential due to the complexity of parameterizations and computational
requirements. Higher resolution studies utilize either analytical or numerical simulations to describe
heat exchange between the system and the subsurface. Such studies have been conducted for different
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climates and seasons, for example in Mexico [32,33], Iran [34], and globally [35], providing explicit
descriptions of EAHE performance for varying operational or design parameters for a select set of sites.
In terms of regional assessments, there have been few examples presenting estimates of EAHE potential
for larger areas (e.g., [36,37]) with these works tending to use simplified climate-based approaches
describing the temperature change in the system as a function primarily of the inlet air and ground
temperatures. The use of a climate-based approach provides a parametric assessment that efficiently
quantifies EAHE potential on a regional scale [30,35,38,39]. This avoids the necessity of defining system
details that are unknown during the pre-design phase. However, by describing the basic dimensions
of a system (diameter, length, and air speed with the tube), a number of transfer units (NTU) approach
can be used to describe the progressive temperature change of the air travelling through the tube [19].
Defining system parameters can be more instructive for stakeholders considering EAHE systems.
This research explores the possible impacts of climate changes on EAHE potential using the NTU
approach, closing a research gap.

While other forms of shallow geothermal systems have been examined through the lens of climate
change, the influence of such changes on EAHE systems can be effectively assessed by contrasting
EAHE performance in various climates, essentially deploying spatial analogues as a proxy for climate
change. Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHPs) heating and cooling was estimated for varying climate
change scenarios for several cities in the United States of America, illustrating that increased cooling
demands will be counteracted by simultaneous warming of ground temperatures by climate change,
with the greatest impacts being felt by office buildings for warmer climates [40]. Local scale climate
change also has been shown to impact GSHP potential. The rejection of anthropogenic heat into the
subsurface can lead to a warming of the urban subsurface relative to rural settings, a phenomenon
known as subsurface urban heat island (SUHI) [41]. Warming subsurface temperatures can generate
enhance heating capacity in colder climates [41–43]. In terms of EAHE systems [44] estimated the
change to EAHE potential for nine cities of varying climates in North America. The reduction of cooling
capacity predicted could be especially problematic for hot climates with substantial cooling needs
for current conditions [44]. This work also highlighted the importance of conducting climate impact
assessments for different climate types as the effects are variable. Climate based analysis can provide
a preliminary understanding of the potential of the EAHE system, and this knowledge can be useful for
early-design decision making [45]. The purpose of this work is to assess the susceptibility of earth–air
heat exchangers to projected climate changes in the Americas. The results will help policymakers and
stakeholders better understand the potential and limitations of EAHE systems being employed in
various climatic zones. This will also help identify if EAHE systems are a suitable solution for heating
and cooling in various jurisdictions across the Americas.

2. Methods

2.1. Morphing Weather Files

Site selection was conducted by superimposing a 5◦ × 5◦ grid (geographic coordinates) on the
Americas region to establish a uniform matrix of weather data. The centroids of these grid cells were
assigned as the sites for which historical weather data would be extracted. This analysis and subsequent
maps were done using QGIS software and a global land mass shape file [46,47]. Cells with centroids
representing miniscule areas, often due to irregularities along the coast or small islands lying outside
any other grid cell, were merged with neighbouring cells, eliminating 27 centroids, leaving a total of
273 sites. Meteonorm software was then used to produce historical weather files for each of these sites
for time periods of 1961–1990 and 1981–1990 for temperature and solar radiation data, respectively [48].
These time periods were selected since the extent of the historical GCM data was 2005, while weather
files from Meteonorm were representative of more recent periods in time compared to the time periods
selected, extending beyond 2005. Using the more recent weather files would therefore intrinsically
include any changes that have occurred since 2005 and make them unusable as a historical baseline.
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Each weather file was composed of an annual hourly time series representative of typical conditions at
that location. Meteonorm (v.7.1.11) software generated weather files, reflective of typical conditions,
by interpolating monthly mean conditions using a network of observed historical weather data [49].
This allowed for a description of expected climate at the sites selected, even though they did not
necessarily correspond to the location of a weather station. The weather data of the site was used to
represent the conditions of the entire grid cell from which it was derived. As a result, these weather
files provided a historical baseline for the application of computed changes in relevant atmospheric
variables for projected climate change scenarios.

Changes in daily mean, minimum, and maximum temperature as well as solar radiation
were calculated using Global Circulation Model (GCM) results from the CMIP5 (Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5) project. Six GCM models (Table 1) with three sets of initializations
conditions (r1i1p1, r2i1p1, and r3i1p1) per model were downloaded in NetCDF format to account
for variability among and within the models [50]. The three ensemble members represented
runs with different initiation starting times, while initial conditions and perturbed physics were
kept consistent [51]. For each scenario, model, and dataset the monthly daily mean temperature
(tas), minimum (tasmin), and maximum (tasmax), as well as downwelling shortwave radiation
(rsds), were extracted. Three Representative Concentration Pathways, RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5,
provided contrasting scenarios describing a change in radiative forcing by 2100 where the RCP8.5 case
represented the most “severe” case where radiative forcing continually increases, whereas RCP2.6 and
RCP4.5 observe a peak leading to a decline and mid-century peak to stabilization, respectively [52].
Each RCP scenario represents a different evolution of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) in response to
varying climate policy scenarios [52]. By selecting a range of RCP scenarios, the projection of future
conditions can attempt to describe the domain of future emissions and, consequently, climate conditions.

Table 1. CMIP5 multi-model ensembles used to create projected weather files.

Institute ID Modelling Group Model Version Used

CCCMA Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis CanESM2
IPSL Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace IPSL-CM5A-LR

MIROC

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute
(The University of Tokyo), National Institute for
Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology

MIROC5

MPI-M Max-Planck Institut für Meteorologie (Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology) MPI-ESM-LR

CSIRO-QCCCE
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organization in collaboration with Queensland
Climate Change Centre of Excellence

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0

MOHC (additional realizations by INPE)
Met Office Hadley Centre (additional HadGEM2-ES

realizations contributed by Instituto Nacional de
Pesquisas Espaciais)

HadGEM2-ES

In order to create projected weather files, the change in relevant atmospheric variables between
future and historical conditions described by the GCMs needed to be calculated and applied to historical
conditions recorded in the weather files. The change in conditions described by GCM results was
attributed to each site by finding the corresponding grid cell that contained the site for that specific
model. It should be noted that sites near the ocean may be influenced by oceanic conditions if the
grid cell assigned overlapped oceanic areas. The generation of projected weather files was done
for two sets of future conditions representing two thirty-year time periods from 2021–2050 (a) and
2061–2090 (b). The extraction of data from the NetCDF files, calculation of changes, and compilation
of the results was done using packages in the R Environment [53–57]. Manipulation of NetCDF files
prior to uploading into R was done using the CDO (Climate Data Operators) package [58]. This was
primarily used to combine CMIP5 outputs to produce complete historical and projected climate files.
The first step in determining the changes in mean, max, and min daily temperatures in addition
to global horizontal radiation was to calculate the difference between average monthly projected
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and historical conditions. This was done separately for each model and ensemble run such that the
projected conditions were compared against the historical component of the same model conditions,
yielding 12 monthly changes for each variable, time frame, and scenario. The median, 25th, and 75th
percentiles were then calculated from the set of 12 changes. The 25th and 75th percentiles were
used to provide a descriptive range of model results. Projected weather files were then created by
applying the change of the atmospheric variables to the historical weather files using a “morphing”
methodology [59]. The morphing of weather files was conducted on a monthly basis using the derived
monthly changes. This was done for the median changes in addition to the 25th and 75th percentiles,
thereby producing three sets of weather files for each scenario and location. A combination of shifting,
using the change in daily mean temperature, and scaling, based on the range between projected
daily maximum and minimum temperatures, was employed to morph dry bulb temperatures [40,59].
This morphing procedure allowed for a modification of the mean temperature as well as its variability.
On the other hand, solar radiation values were only scaled in order to preserve their diurnal pattern,
avoiding impractical modifications such as increases in solar radiation values during overnight
periods [40,59]. This approach produced “projected” weather files representative of projected climate
change scenarios that could be used to evaluate system potential.

2.2. Climate-Based NTU Approach

In order to evaluate EAHE capacity, the outlet air temperature representative of the air supplied to
the building by a hypothetical EAHE system was estimated using an NTU (Number of Transfer Units)
approach. This modelling approach for sensible heat transfer within the EAHE has been validated
and implemented in the GAEA software [19,60]. This method divides the hypothetical system in a set
amount of equal length units, in this case 10 sections. The outlet air temperature (Tout,i) for a section
is estimated based on the temperature change determined by the contrast in passing air (Tin,i) and
tube wall temperatures (Twall,i) Equations (1) and (2) [19,39]. The outlet air temperature (Tout,i) is then
used as an inlet air temperature in the following section (Tin,i+1), propagating the conditioning of air
temperatures through the tube. The outlet air temperature of the last section is assigned as the outlet
air temperature of the system.

Tout,i = Twall,i +
(
Tin,i + Twall,i

)
·e
−

ha ·π·D· li
(

va ·ρa
3600 ) ·ca (1)

Twall,i =
Tg,z·U ∗+Tin,i

U ∗+1
(2)

ha =
0.23·Re0.8

·Prn
·λa

D
(3)

U∗ =
λsoil

D·π·ha
·

2π

ln
(

z
0.5·D +

√(
z

0.5·D

)2
− 1

) (4)

The exponential component represents the NTU, where ha is the convective heat transfer coefficient
(Equation (3)), diameter of the pipe (meters, D), section length (meters, li), mass air flow rate
(kg/s, Vaρa/3600), and specific thermal capacity of the air (J/kgK, ca). The mass air flow rate is made up
of the density of air (ρa) and air flow rate (Va), which was set to 250 m3/h. The diameter (D) and length
of the EAHE tube were assigned as 0.3 and 50 m, respectively. In addition to airflow, these dimensions
govern the ability of the system [61]. Dividing the tube into 10 equal segments meant the section
length (li) was 5 m. Dimensional and operational parameters, such as tube depth, diameter, length,
and air flow, were assigned to approximate an efficiency of 0.5 [39]. The convective heat transfer
coefficient (ha) was a based on the flow in the tube described by the diameter of the tube, Reynolds,
Pradlt’s numbers and the thermal conductivity of air (λa) (Equation (3)) [62]. The Pradtl number was
defined as a function of thermal conductivity (λa), specific heat capacity (ca), and dynamic viscosity
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(µa) of the air. These parameters were temperature dependent and therefore were linearly interpolated
between known conditions at set temperatures (Table 2). These values were constantly updated as
air was passing through the tube and changing temperature. The coefficient n was set to either 0.3 or
0.4 for when the system was cooling or heating, respectively [39,62]. The final necessary parameter
was U*, which described the heat transfer from the soil to the tube wall, dependent on the depth
(z) and thermal conductivity of the soil (λsoil) in addition to the convective heat transfer coefficient
and diameter of the system. The depth of the system was assumed to be 2.5 m, while the thermal
conductivity of the soil was 1.24 kg/m3, representative of sandy soil [39].

Table 2. Thermal properties of air at different temperatures used to estimate the characteristics of air
in the tube [62]. If air temperatures were <−10 ◦C or >30 ◦C, then they were simply assigned to the
values at these temperatures.

Air Temperature (◦C) λa
(W/mK)

ca
(J/kgK)

µa
(kg/ms)

−10 0.023 1005 1.67 × 10−5

0 0.024 1005 1.72 × 10−5

10 0.025 1006 1.77 × 10−5

20 0.026 1006 1.82 × 10−5

30 0.026 1007 1.87 × 10−5

Environmental conditions used within the model to describe the initial inlet air temperature (Tin,1)
and the ground temperature at the set depth (Tg,z) were derived from weather files representative of
the location’s climate throughout the year. The hourly dry bulb temperature was used to determine
the inlet air temperature (Tin,1) that can be approximated as the ambient air temperature since the
system directly siphons air from the outside. Ground temperatures (Tg,z) were determined using
an analytical equation for ground temperature at a set depth (z) for every hour (t, seconds) throughout
the annual period (t0, seconds) (Equation (5)) [39,63]. The mean (Tg,mean), amplitude (Tg,amplitude),
and timing of the minimum (Tg,phase) of the annual ground surface temperature signal were derived
using CalcSoilSurfTemp built-in package in EnergyPlus, assuming bare and moist conditions at the
surface and heavy and damp soil conditions at depth [64,65]. A thermal diffusivity of the subsurface
(α) was set to 4.94 × 10−7 m/s2 based on the thermal properties of sandy soil shown in [39].

Tg,z = Tg,mean − Tg,amplitude·

(
e
−z

√
π

t0 ·α

)
· cos

2π
t0

t− Tg,phase −
z
2

√
t0

π·α

 (5)

Using the outlet and inlet air temperature of the system, a relative difference in degree hours
can be calculated for both heating and cooling. Heating and cooling degree hours were determined
by taking the difference between hourly temperatures and a baseline of 18 ◦C when temperatures
were less than and greater than the baseline, respectively [66]. This meant that degree hours (DH)
were always positive. The sum of degree hours at the inlet (DHin) and outlet (DHout) were compared
(Equation (6)) [39]. The DH variable in Equation (6), and subsequent equations, could represent either
heating (HDH) or cooling (CDH) degree hours. DH% describes the heating or cooling generated
relative to the need, represented by the degree hours at the system’s inlet. In addition, a bypass was
approximated by setting Tout to Tin if the heating or cooling generated by the system was unfavorable.
This happened if heating occurred when cooling was needed, or vice versa. This meant that there
were no cases where the DHout was greater than the DHin. As a result, the absolute value of the DH%
represented the percentage reduction of heating or cooling degree hours, with values approaching
100% indicating an enhanced ability to meet the demand.

DH% =

∣∣∣∣∣DHout −DHin
DHin

∣∣∣∣∣ (6)
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Although this approach does not fully reflect the complexity of a dynamical building simulation,
it provides an efficient method for examining many sites and simulation scenarios employed in
a regional assessment of climate change effects. The heating and cooling capacity calculated using
Equation (6) can be classified based on a geo-climatic criterion employed previously in Chiesa and
Zajch (2019) (Table 3) [36]. The classification scheme allows for a straightforward portrayal of spatial
EAHE suitability useful for stakeholders.

Table 3. Geo-climatic suitability for heating and cooling. The geo-climatic suitability increases from very
low (VL), low (L), medium (M), high (H), and very high (VH) based on the capacity (%, Equation (6))
and the heating/cooling degree hours at the site representative of the space conditioning needs [39].

Heating Degree Hours (HDH) 10% 10–25% 25–50% 50–75% >75% Cooling Degree Hours (CDH)

<7.5k - - - - VL <1k
7.5–12.5k VL VL VL L L 1–2.5k

12.5–27.5k VL VL L M H 2.5–7.5k
27.5–50k VL L M H VH 7.5–17.5k
50–80k L M H VH VH 17.5–32.5k
>80k L H VH VH VH >32.5k

In order to evaluate system potential under projected climate change scenarios, the system’s
capacity and suitability was determined for the six distinct scenarios used to create projected weather
files. The capacity differences between historical and “projected” weather files were used to describe
the change in system capacity for either heating or cooling (Equation (7)) [44]. A negative value would
indicate a decrease in percentage reduction while a positive value indicates an increase.

∆DH% = DH% f uture −DH%base (7)

Since the “projected” weather file were derived using the median changes to atmospheric variables,
it was imperative to also describe the variability of changes predicted for the ensemble of GCM results.
A capacity difference for both heating and cooling was calculated using the weather files produced
from 75th and 25th percentile changes in atmospheric variables. This provided a metric that could be
used to identify regions experiencing a larger variability in capacity changes useful for understanding
the significance of the predicted capacity changes.

∆DH%range = DH%75th −DH%25th (8)

2.3. Objectives

The equations and metrics presented in the methodology addressed several objectives concerning
future EAHE potential by applying them to weather file database of 273 sites and six RCP scenarios in
the Americas. These include:

1. Assessing the change in heating and cooling needs, in degree hours, between historical and
projected conditions;

2. Classifying the projected geo-climatic suitability of EAHEs;
3. Estimating the change in heating and cooling capacity by comparing projected and historical

estimates of EAHE potential (Equations (6) and (7));
4. Quantifying the range in future EAHE capacity encompassed by GCM results and various climate

change projections (Equation (8));
5. Examining the seasonal variations in heating and cooling capacity changes.

The combination of these objectives presents a comprehensive assessment of potential of EAHE in
the Americas as a result of climate change.
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3. Results

3.1. Projected Changes in Heating and Cooling Degree Hours

Heating and cooling degree hours showed a predictable spatial pattern throughout the Americas.
Historically heating degree hours were highest towards the polar regions while cooling degree hours
were largest in the equatorial regions in South America and Central America (Figure 1). The maximum
degree hours observed for a location was approximately 400,000 ◦C-hours and 80,000 ◦C-hours for
heating and cooling, respectively. This demonstrates a much larger gradient in heating degree hours in
the latitudinal direction. Comparing the heating and cooling needs further identified three regimes
based on the balance of heating and cooling needs (Figure 2). Heating dominated regions were
observed in the upper latitudes in North America, temperate and polar regions (NA), while South
America had a much smaller area, west of the Andes along the south-western coast of the continent (SA).
The cooling dominated region stretched from northern and southern sub-tropical zones boundaries.
This includes all Central America (CC) to equatorial, tropical, South America (SC). Between heating and
cooling dominated regions existed zones with more balanced heating and cooling needs. This occurred
from northern Mexico into the southern portion of the United States (NB) and in the south-eastern
section of South America, to the east of the Andes and south of the tropical regions (SB). Like the
spatial distribution of historical heating and cooling degree hours, the changes in degree hours were
regionally dependent.
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A reduction of heating degree hours and increase in cooling degree hours are projected for the
range of climate change scenarios projections. Higher latitudes showed the largest decrease in heating
degree hours (Figure 3). Meanwhile, CC and SC regions showed a noticeable amplification of cooling
needs (Figure 4). Regions experiencing noticeable changes in heating and cooling needs extended
towards the equator and poles, respectively, for the later time interval (2061–2090) and more severe
scenarios (RCP 4.5 and 8.5). It was therefore evident that changes to heating and cooling needs were
concentrated to regions already dominated by those needs.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 31 
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The magnitude of peak changes was greater for heating when compared to cooling. Cooling degree
hour increases were typically in the range of 0–30,000 ◦C-hours, peaking around 50,000 ◦C-hours in
the SC zone for the RCP8.5b scenario. On the other hand, heating degree hours at the inlet typically
decreased by 0–40,000 ◦C, peaking at 100,000 ◦C for the RCP8.5b scenario. The difference in degree
hour change magnitude was amplified further in the transitionary zones, where the heating degree
hour change was roughly double that of the cooling degree hour change. These areas are temperate
regions, such as the Northern United States and southern Canada, where heating and cooling needs
and changes were more alike although heating needs did dominate. These results infer that projected
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climate change scenarios will likely increase cooling and decrease heating, the latter to a greater degree.
Historically heating dominated areas therefore may observe a shift away from their dominant need.
Historically cooling dominated areas may experience an amplification of their main air conditioning
demand. These outcomes are in line with other studies on cooling energy demand under climate
change scenarios—see for example [2].

3.2. Geo-Climatic Suitability for Projected RCP Scenarios

Using geo-climatic suitability criteria identified regions with a balance of heating and cooling needs
as the most feasible regions for EAHE implication historically (Table 3, Figure 5). Heating geo-climatic
suitability peaks at “High” for most of the NA with reductions to “Low” being observed in more polar
regions. To the south of these “High” geo-climatic heating suitability regions, the feasibility decreases
to “Medium” or “Low”. The SA region also historically observes “Medium” or “Low’ classifications.
Notably tropical regions (CC and SC) observed a “Very Low” geo-climatic suitability attributable
to the low heating needs in this region. In terms of cooling suitability regions with “Very High”
characterization were observed in the mid-latitudes towards the subtropics in North America (NB) and
in the mid-latitudes in South America to the east of the Andes (SB). “High” cooling suitability occurred
around these locations, mostly to the north of the “Very High” suitability areas. “Low” and “Very
Low” cooling suitability occurred in colder regions, particularly polar regions in North America and
west of the Andes in South America. The distribution of geo-climatic suitability identified that regions
with very low or high heating or cooling needs typically observed lower EAHE benefits. Climates with
moderate heating and cooling, exhibiting a convergence of heating and cooling demand (SB and NB),
had the highest geo-climatic suitability for cooling.
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Geo-climatic heating suitability decreased in subtropical regions and increased in colder climates
(Figure 6). Subtropical regions (NB and SB) to the north and south of the tropical, “Very Low” heating
suitability, zones displayed decreased heating usability. However, the changes are sporadic with the
most noticeable change occurring in the RCP8.5b scenario. In this case, we can see the extension of
“Low” and “Medium” suitability extending northward from the NB zone further into the NA zone.
While the RCP8.5b expectedly showed the largest changes, there were less noticeable differences
between the RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 scenarios as well as the 2021–2050 and 2061–2090 time periods for
these RCPs. Ultimately, geo-climatic heating suitability changes for projected climate change scenarios
were spatially limited and varied.
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Geo-climatic cooling suitability changes were more obvious, particularly in cooler regions
(Figure 7). In South America, the higher suitability zones appeared to migrate towards the southern
tip of the continent towards the eastern SA zone and SB. The increase in geo-climatic suitability was
amplified for scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, with a larger contrast observed between 2021–2050 and
2061–2090 time periods as expected. A slight difference was seen in scenarios RCP4.5b and 8.5b
in the southern most cells of South America (SA) increasing in suitability from historically “Low”
classifications to “High” suitability. However, the majority of South America (SC), mainly the equatorial
region, and central America (CC) remained “Low” or “High”. More noticeable differences were seen
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in North America, where there was a considerable extension of the “Very High” suitability zone from
the mid-latitudes to polar regions into the Canadian Northern Territories (NA) for the most severe
RCP8.5b. Similarly, RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 also had an increased suitability in the polar regions with
evolution from “Very Low” and “Low” cooling suitability historically to “Low” and “High” suitability.
For projected climate change scenarios, particularly the more severe cases, increased geo-climatic
cooling suitability can occur in historically heating dominated regions.
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3.3. Change in Heating and Cooling Capacity

A distinct inverse spatial distribution of heating and cooling capacities, HDH% and CDH%
(Equation (6)), was evident for historical conditions (Figure 8). Large values indicated that a greater
proportion of the heating or cooling demand was being met by the system. It was readily identified
that regions with low heating or cooling needs had the highest capacities. Tropical regions (SC and CC)
recorded capacities >80% for heating. On the periphery of these regions, the heating capacity decreased
until it reached a range of 0–20% throughout Canada and Alaska (NA) and the southern-western tip of
South America (SA). Conversely, areas with low heating capacity corresponded to regions with peak
cooling capacities of >80%. SB and NB regions displayed comparable heating and cooling capacities.
Cooling and heating capacities ranged from ~40–70% and~ 20–50%, respectively, in the NB regions.
The South American regions (SB) observed larger heating capacity, ~20–80%, when compared to the
cooling capacity, ~10–60%. EAHE heating and cooling capacities therefore exhibit a noticeable pattern
based on the latitudinal temperature gradients and the resultant space conditioning demand.
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Examining the results revealed a consistent pattern of capacity changes relative to characteristic
heating and cooling regions. Heating capacity changes (∆HDH%) had an increased potential in
southern North America (NB) and south-eastern South America (SB) (Figure 9). Decreases to cooling
capacity (∆CDH%) occurred mostly in temperate regions in both North (southern NA and NB) and
South America (SB and SA) (Figure 10). While heating capacity changes appeared greatest in temperate
climates (SB and NB), changes to cooling capacity encroached onto cooler regions with the largest
changes being observed along the boundary of NA and NB regions and within both SA and SB zones.
Peak ∆HDH% changes of ∼40% for scenario RCP8.5b were determined in SB and only ∼30% in NB
regions. Conversely, peak ∆CDH% values of ∼−35–−20% were more widespread in North America
compared to South America, although the largest magnitude change (∼−40–−35%) was observed along
the SA and SB border. It should also be noted that these behaviors are best highlighted in the most
severe scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5), particularly the later time period (2061–2090), with a much
smaller contrast between regions and extent of areas affected for the other scenarios. This was
especially the case for the RCP8.5b scenario in North America, where the upper geographic boundary
for ~10% magnitude changes was expanded northwards. By contrasting the spatial distribution of
peak ∆HDH% and ∆CDH%, it was evident that impacted areas were much more confined in South
America, a reflection of the smaller areas of SB and SA relative to NA and NB zones. Outside these
changes, large areas of North America (polar NA) and South America (SC and CC) observed menial
changes of <10% in magnitude, for ∆HDH% and ∆CDH%, respectively, outside several grid units
that behaved more so like B zones witnessing a particularly noticeable increase in heating capacity for
RCP8.5b (>40%).
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3.4. Variability in Capacity and Suitability

Variability of EAHE heating and cooling capacity was gauged by evaluating the EAHE potential
using the first and third quarter percentile changes from the ensemble of future atmospheric parameters
described by the GCM models. Contrasting the geo-climatic suitability classifications for the 25th,
75th, and median derived weather files highlighted the increased variability in later time periods
(2061–2090) results (Table 4). In all cases, the scenarios for the 2021–2050 interval had a lower incidence
of changing geo-climatic suitability when evaluated at the 25th and 75th percentiles relative to the
classifications derived from the weather files generated using median changes in climate parameters.
The largest number of changes was observed for the RCP4.5b, which had 17.2% of sites observing
different results for heating. Meanwhile, for cooling, the highest variability occurred for the RCP8.5b
scenario, which had 26.4% of sites affected. Expectedly, the highest variability in classifications was
observed for RCP4.5b and RCP8.5b. Changes in classifications can be attributed to a combination of
a large range of results from the GCMs and the discretization of the heating and cooling potential
into the geo-climatic suitability categories, making regions sensitive to changes in values if they were
near the category thresholds. The remaining scenarios typically showed different results for the upper
and lower percentiles for roughly 10–15% of sites. This subset of sites demonstrated an uncertainty
in the geo-climatic suitability for the projected scenarios. However, this also shows that ∼75–90% of
locations converged on a single geo-climatic suitability classification for the entire interquartile range
of model results.

Table 4. Sum of class changes for 25th and 75th percentile weather files. There was a total of 546
comparisons made for the 273 locations.

Scenario Heating Cooling

Number of Changes Sites Affected Number of Changes Sites Affected

2.6a 29 29 10.6% 27 27 9.9%
2.6b 34 32 11.7% 33 33 12.1%
4.5a 33 31 11.4% 28 28 10.3%
4.5b 53 47 17.2% 66 64 23.4%
8.5a 41 35 12.8% 34 33 12.1%
8.5b 44 40 14.7% 75 72 26.4%

In order to explore the spatial patterns for the variability in heating and cooling changes,
the ∆HDH% and ∆CDH% range between the 25th and 75th percentile results were mapped (Equation (8),
Figures 11 and 12). Both parameters revealed similar patterns with the largest ∆HDH% and ∆CDH%
ranges observed for the later time period scenarios (2061–2090) in agreement with the results of
classification variability. In South America, the peak ranges were ∼20–25%. However, the ranges were
greater towards the SA zones for ∆CDH% and SB for ∆HDH%. These correspond to the regions with
the greatest ∆DH%. In North America, the magnitude of the ∆HDH% and ∆CDH% ranges were
typically <10%, although there were some areas of heightened variability in the central-eastern portions
of the NA region observed a noticeable range for ∆CDH%, peaking at ~20% for RCP8.5b. In terms of
∆HDH%, areas along the Gulf of Mexico observed ranges ~10%. Regions outside of these recognized
areas typically exhibited a magnitude of 0–5% for the ∆HDH% and ∆CDH% ranges between 25th and
75th percentile results. These results demonstrated that calculated capacity changes using later time
periods scenarios (b, 2061–2090), particularly for the southern portion of South America and North
American mid-latitudes, were susceptible to increased variability.
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3.5. Seasonal Changes in Heating and Cooling Capacity

The estimation of heating (Figure 13) and cooling (Figure 14) capacity, and changes relative
to historical conditions (Figures 15 and 16) were also conducted on a seasonal basis for the most
severe RCP8.5b scenario. If we consider capacity as the usability of the EAHE, then the seasonal
analysis will inform how the applicability of the EAHE will change during different parts of the
year. Seasonal capacity results demonstrate that for the projected conditions of RCP8.5b, NA and
SA zones will be capable of addressing cooling needs, while SB, NB, SC, and CC zones have higher
heating capacities. It should be noted that capacities converging to 100% are often the result of very
low heating or cooling needs, for example in SC and CC zones for heating or Polar NA and SA
zones for cooling. Nevertheless, the high capacity indicates that despite changing climatic conditions,
the system will be able to address any heating or cooling needs if capacity is near 100%. There are
also seasonal variations in the capacity, which are most obvious for NA, SA, NB, and SB zones.
From September–February, the NA zones see a marked increase in capacity to ~30–40%. While not as
great, a similar increase is observable in SA from March–August. Both of these results demonstrate
that in heating dominated climates, the capacity of the EAHE is greatest when heating demand is
greatest. For cooling, in the NA/NB and SA/SB zones the lowest capacities are observed mostly during
September–November and March–May, respectively. While in these periods capacity lowers to <30%
for the warmer segments within these zones (NB or SB), large swaths of the NA and SA areas persist
with capacities >40%. During peak cooling seasons, NA and SA zones see more widespread lower
capacities (~40%). While this coincides with increased cooling demand, the magnitude of the cooling
capacity (CDH%) is still large relative to heating capacity (HDH%).
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In terms of magnitude, it is obvious that the largest changes in heating capacity changes are
observed during the summer for the NB zone where capacity increases (Figure 15). This is likely
the result of warming temperatures eliminating heating needs from June–August, where historical
needs are already low. A similar effect can be seen during the September–November season as well.
Therefore, the most drastic changes in heating for North America are occurring when heating is
demand is the lowest. On the other hand, in the SB zone during June–November, the changes are the
greatest. During this period, heating needs are expected to be greatest. As a result, in contrast to North
America, zones experiencing changes in South America have the largest magnitude changes during
heat demanding seasons. SC and CC regions observed minimal discernable seasonal variations.

In terms of cooling, North America revealed a susceptibility to rising cooling needs (Figure 16).
North America had the largest extent of noticeable CDH% reductions during the cooling season from
June–August, and to a lesser degree September–November, when needs were greatest. These were
mainly affecting the lower portions of NA at the NB boundary. During the December–May period in
North America, the reduction in CDH crept into the NB zone with high magnitudes of change (>−40%).
During this period, in South America, the SA zone saw some of the greatest changes. Meanwhile,
the CDH% reductions were confined more to the SB zone from June–August. These results demonstrate
that during the cooling seasons (June–September in the Northern Hemisphere and December–May in
the Southern Hemisphere) the cooler NA and SA zones experience more obvious reductions in cooling
capacity, whereas the more moderate climates, SB and NB, observed more changes in the off-cooling
seasons. Again, like heating, there were few identifiable trends in the SC and CC zones on a seasonal
basis. This can be attributed to the reduced seasonality in these zones.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Changes to EAHE Potential and Suitability

Differing trends between the geo-climatic suitability and ∆DH% provide a qualitative
understanding of EAHE usability under projected climate change scenarios. Positive heating capacity
changes identified an improvement in EAHE heating expectedly due to the reduction in demand for
projected climate change scenarios. In cooler regions where significant heating needs persist despite
warmer temperatures, the increased heating capacity was still valuable. Conversely, climates requiring
little heating observed a reduction in suitability in response to diminishing heating demand. It can be
understood that the increasing ∆HDH% indicated an enhanced ability to consistently provide heating
when needed, while the geo-climatic suitability characterization identified if that heating was valuable
for the location. Rightfully, EAHE systems are likely not feasible solely for heating in subtropical
climates due to their weakened utility.

Decreased CDH% in conjunction with persistent and expanding “High” or “Very High”
cooling geo-climatic suitability demonstrate that EAHEs can continue to be feasible in mid-latitude,
temperate zones in both North and South America. For more severe scenarios (RCP8.5b and 4.5b),
regions with historically lower cooling needs also showed increases in CDH. In these regions, despite the
increase in cooling needs, geo-climatic suitability was maintained or improved. The cooling capacities
in these regions were reduced due to increased cooling needs. However, the usability of the systems
was conserved, since it was able to still provide a significant portion of cooling while the value of the
cooling was enhanced due to the greater cooling demand. Increasing cooling needs in historically
cooling dominated climates on the other hand did not receive any benefits from increased needs,
since the systems were already finding it difficult to meet the capacity. Furthermore, historically heating
dominated areas, particularly in the higher latitudes, witnessed an increase in a geo-climatic suitability,
while some remained at a “Low” or “Very Low” suitability classification. The areas with increased
suitability can be attributed to a significant enough increase in cooling demand amplifying the value of
the cooling capacity at these sites, while the unfavorable sites still did not have enough cooling need to
justify EAHE use despite high cooling capacities. The response of EAHE cooling feasibility therefore
varied among regions based on cooling demand for projected climate change scenarios. Evaluating both
capacity and geo-climatic suitability realized that temperate regions in North (southern NA) and South
America (SA and SB) were most feasible for EAHE implementation when considering the effect of
projected climate change conditions. In these regions, the highest geo-climatic suitability was observed
for both heating and cooling. It is also of interest that new frontiers for EAHE implementation may be
generated by climate changes in historically unfavorable regions. North American polar regions that
combine high cooling capacity with increasing cooling needs are expected to produce improvements in
geo-climatic cooling suitability, while reductions in heating needs will help alleviate the consequences
of low heating capacity. Conversely, historically unfavorable central America (CC) and the northern
portion of South America (SC) are expected to remain ineffective at providing either heating or cooling,
illustrated by consistent “low” and “very low” classes. This can be attributed to high, and increasing,
cooling demand in conjunction with a reduced capacity to meet these needs. Ultimately, the impact
of climate changes on EAHE suitability can be separated regionally due to the relationship between
climate and heating or cooling demands, in addition to system function.

Examining the seasonal heating and cooling capacities for the RCP8.5b scenario further highlights
that seasonal cooling capacity reductions are most apparent in temperate regions, particularly during
peak cooling demand periods for cooler zones (NA and SA). The capacities for this most severe
scenario will remain high for cooling in cold regions and heating in warm regions. The transitionary
temperate regions (NA/NB and SB/SA) will see variations both seasonally and temporally, relative to
baseline historical conditions. Heating improvements will occur in seasons with lower heating needs.
On the other hand, cooling reductions will be most obvious during cooling dominant periods in these
regions, as cooling needs intensify and extend into the following season. For example, in temperate
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NA, we see the largest ∆CDH% from September–November, likely a result of increased cooling
needs during this period with little capacity following the ground warming from June–August in
the northern hemisphere. This illustrates that the ability of EAHEs to meet cooling needs will be
hampered most during periods with enhancing cooling needs. Therefore, changing climatic conditions
will degrade the cooling potential of EAHEs when they are needed most. However, the high suitability
regions (temperate NA and SA/SB) identified from the geo-climatic suitability analysis still maintain
useable capacity (>20%) during peak heating and cooling periods. Stakeholders should be aware of
the reduction in cooling capacity during peak cooling seasons when compared to historical annual
results (Figure 8) to ensure that EAHE cooling will not underperform on a seasonal basis due to
seasonal variations.

4.2. Variability in Heating and Cooling Capacity Changes

The analyses are subject to uncertainty due to the use of an ensemble of GCM outputs.
By calculating the results for 75th and 25th percentile changes in addition to the median, the variability
of the outputs was gauged. Comparing the range of ∆HDH% and ∆CDH%, it was evident that the
range in these values for the 75th and 25th results was typically larger for scenarios with greater
predicted changes in capacity. This was particularly noticeable for the higher RCP and later time period
scenarios, RCP4.5b and 8.5b. Typically, the range in capacity changes was between 0–5%, and often
<10%. This range, particularly for cooling capacity changes, was significantly less than the magnitude
of changes estimated. Pockets of >10% ranges in cooling capacity were evident in temperate North
America (southern NA). This behavior became particularly prominent for the cooling capacity in
scenario RCP8.5b. The areas affected were coincident with the areas observing the largest magnitude
∆CDH%. A more spatially distinct region of high ∆HDH% and ∆CDH% variability coincident with
large changes in the SB region was recognized for the more severe scenarios. These observations agree
with the expected divergence of GCM outputs for later time periods and higher RCPs, where the
magnitude of changes increases. For areas with larger degrees of variability, such as the southern
portion of South America and mid-latitude regions in North America (for cooling), a higher resolution
of climate models is suggested to better constrain the changes. Ultimately, the variability observed
in the changes to capacity was much lower than the changes predicted, providing confidence in the
estimated trend in increasing and decreasing heating and cooling capacities.

5. Conclusions

A climate driven approach to estimate EAHE suitability for projected climate change scenarios
was used across the Americas. The findings showed:

• EAHE feasibility in cooling dominated regions (CC and SC) is expected to remain low with
increasing cooling needs and insufficient capacity.

• Reduction of heating demand and growth of cooling needs will improve the feasibility of EAHEs
in extremely cold climates (NA and SA).

• The value of cooling in temperate regions (NA, NB, SB and SA) will improve or be maintained,
although capacity will be hampered, while heating suitability will remain relatively consistent

• Variability in the estimated change in EAHE potential was greatest for the most severe RCP
scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) and latter time periods, peaking at ~26%, with 10–26% of sites
observing variable geo-climatic suitability classifications within the interquartile range of GCM
model results.

• Seasonal analysis of heating and cooling capacity changes highlighted cooler regions (NA and SA)
will experience larger changes during seasons with higher cooling demands.

While the results paint a noticeable response by EAHE capacity and suitability to climate changes,
they cannot be examined without consideration for the underlying limitations of the approach used.
Besides the uncertainty of GCM outputs already discussed, the climate-based approach is limited
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by the parameterization of the EAHE system. Notably, the system does not include an interaction
between the system and the surrounding subsurface; instead, the undisturbed ground temperature at
depth is used. As a result, the potential of EAHE systems may be overestimated due to the absence
of “soil derating”. The efficiency of the system is also set as a constant throughout the entire annual
period by maintaining constant system dimensions, operational control (air flow) and soil conditions.
However, the efficiency can vary with the thermal characteristics of the surrounding soil and operational
control of the system. Particularly, the effects of soil freezing are not encompassed in the analysis.
Temporal heterogeneities in soil properties, such as those brought on by soil freezing during cold
seasons, can hypothetically alter the EAHE capacity [67]. In addition to temporal heterogeneities of
soil thermal properties at a site, soil types and properties can vary significantly spatially. Sandy soil
was selected to avoid overestimating EAHE potential, as it describes a lower system efficiency relative
to dry or humid clay conditions [39]. As a result, stakeholders should establish soil properties once the
conditions of the considered sites can be better estimated beyond the pre-design stage. The approach
also does not include the impact of climate changes on the building being supplied by the EAHE.
Future work will endeavor to include the hypothetical building’s response to climate change to
evaluate the combined impact of projected climate change scenarios on EAHE heating and cooling for
building use. To supplement this analysis, future work could also use historical weather and EAHE
performance data to forecast their future performance. Contrasting the outcomes from this present
study with forecasts of actual observed data would hypothetically reveal the omission of any significant
factors in the approach used. Therefore, while these simplifications allow for a rapid assessment of
EAHE potential necessary for examining a multitude of projected climate change scenarios and many
locations, the limitations need to be considered when exploring the approach’s outputs. Nevertheless,
the geo-climatic suitability’s of EAHEs show a varying response to changing climatic conditions
across the Americas that should be considered by designers and policy makers looking to implement
these systems. Based on potential future changes to EAHE potential, cooler temperate regions in the
Americas should advocate for EAHE use due to high continued suitability for both heating and cooling
despite projected climate changes.
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